INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY Seventeen positive relief features ȁ45-150 m across are iden-
The recent flybys of 243 Ida and 951 Gaspra by the tified as probable blocks in Galileo high-resolution images of Galileo spacecraft yielded the first high-resolution images Ida. Their presence provides direct evidence for regolith retention on asteroids. The spatial distribution, maximum size, and of the surfaces of main belt asteroids, providing a unique integrated volume of the blocks are consistent with those of opportunity to study the geological evolution of these small blocks associated with craters on the Earth, the Moon, Phobos, bodies, in particular their collisional history. Of special and Deimos. The concordance suggests that the features are interest has been the discovery on Ida of discrete positive impact ejecta fragments and that cratering mechanics on Ida, relief features (PRFs) identified as probable blocks (Belton an object of average diameter ȁ32 km, are similar to those et al. 1994 those et al. , Chapman et al. 1994a . The features appear as applying on previously studied rocky bodies. The blocks that localized topographic highs, typically several tens of meters lie within or near the rims of craters Lascaux and Mammoth across, casting distinct shadows. More PRFs that are possiwere likely mobilized in the low-velocity tail portion of the ble blocks also are visible on Ida and some are seen on excavation flow that formed those craters. A few blocks located Gaspra. However, the available resolution, viewing condinear smaller craters may have migrated some distance away tions, and/or roughness of the background topography from their source, possibly by impact-induced spallation, hopping, rolling, and/or sliding. Some blocks on Ida could be sur-make their identification less definitive (e.g., P. Lee et al. viving fragments from the Koronis parent body, accreted after 1994).
its breakup. The lifetime of 10 of similar size (Ͻ10 2 km across). One possibility was that blocks might also be surviving fragments from the Koronis parent body. We continue with a brief discussion on the Phobos and Deimos have retained a significant regolith because the satellites orbit relatively deep in the gravita-possibility of blocks on Dactyl and Gaspra, and show that the largest blocks normally expected on these objects tional well of Mars (Soter 1971) . Earth-based polarimetric, radiometric, and thermal observations (e.g., Dollfus et al. would not be adequately resolved in the available Galileo images (Section 3). We also speculate on maximum block 1989, Lebofsky and Spencer 1989) , the meteoritic record (e.g., Bunch and Rajan 1989) , and theoretical modeling sizes on other asteroids, and find that hundred-meter-sized fragments might be present on 433 Eros, while km-sized (e.g., Housen et al. 1979, Asphaug and Melosh 1993) indicate that some asteroids possess regoliths, but in situ visual megablocks could occur 4 Vesta. evidence of regolith components was lacking until the Gali-2. BLOCKS ON 243 IDA leo flybys.
The existence of blocks on Ida is interesting for several 2.1. Spatial Distribution reasons. The features represent the coarsest fraction of a regolith, and as such, are direct evidence of regolith retenSeventeen PRFs are readily identified as blocks in highresolution images of Ida (31-38 m/pixel) ( Fig. 1 and Table tion on asteroids. They provide information on the physical properties and processing history of asteroid surfaces, and I). The features range in size from ȁ150 m down to ȁ45 m.
From the length of their shadows, the larger ones (blocks offer insight into the internal structure of asteroids by helping constrain material strength. Moreover, as retained no. 1 and 14) appear to be about half as high as they are wide. Such aspect ratios suggest a stable configuration, ejecta fragments, they provide information on the impact cratering process on bodies with low gravity, small radius although this remains difficult to ascertain as local slopes are poorly known and block outlines are ill-resolved. Moreof curvature, and relatively fast rate of spin, free from the strong gravitational influence of any nearby planet that over, partial burial of blocks is possible. Several blocks (within crater Mammoth) appear to lie atop broad rises, could allow the recovery of escaping ejecta (e.g., Cintala et al. 1978 Cintala et al. , 1979 . Insight into the generation of meteoroids somewhat reminiscent of the basal debris aprons surrounding older ejecta blocks on the Moon. Block positions may also be gained through a better understanding of the block production process on asteroids.
(line and sample coordinates) listed in Table I were determined by selecting the starkest contrast (steepest gradient In this paper, we examine the features that are readily identifiable as blocks on Ida (Section 2). We begin with a in density number [DN] ) between two adjacent pixels at a block's location and by recording the line and sample of description of the blocks, assess their spatial distribution, discuss the effects of observational biases on their mapping, the brightest pixel in the pair. Figs. 2 and 3 show a series of images and a stereo pair in which the blocks are visible. and determine block and crater densities for two localities (Section 2.1). We show that most blocks lie within or near
The spatial distribution of the blocks is non-uniform, with distinct clusters in the eastern region of Ida (Pola the rims of relatively large impact craters (Lascaux and Mammoth) and that, to first order, there is an apparent Regio) and in the most distal portion of the western region (area of Palisa Regio near Vienna Regio) (Fig. 1) . Of the anticorrelation between block surface density and crater density. We next examine the size distribution of the blocks 13 blocks in the eastern region, 12 lie within or near the rims of craters Lascaux and Mammoth, two 11-km diame-(Section 2.2) and compare block volumes to the total volume of material ejected from craters (Section 2.3). We ter impact structures, the largest integral craters in the ''hemisphere'' of Ida covered in the high-resolution moshow that the dimensions of the largest blocks found on Ida are consistent with the maximum fragment size pre-saic. Of the 4 blocks in the western region, 2 are located within or on the rim of a smaller impact structure, the 2.2-dicted by empirical scaling laws established for ejecta blockfields on the Earth, the Moon, Phobos, and Deimos. km diameter crater Padirac. No blocks are readily identifiable along most of Ida's limb nor in the central portion of Next follows a discussion on the origin of the blocks in which various modes of emplacement are examined (Sec-the mosaic shown in Fig. 1 (most of Palisa Regio).
Several factors affect the mapping of blocks, one of tion 2.4). We show that the available data, ejecta scaling laws, results from hydrocode modeling and the expected which is photometric geometry. In Lunar Orbiter images of the Moon, blocks associated with impact craters are lifetimes of blocks against collisional disruption are consistent with the blocks at Lascaux and Mammoth having more easily seen where the incidence angle, i, is large (away from the sun-facing portions of crater walls and rims) and originated from those structures. We emphasize, however, that other block emplacement mechanisms, such as the where the emission angle, e, is relatively small (Schultz 1976) . The absence of readily identifiable blocks along asymmetric rotational sweep-up of suborbitally launched blocks proposed by Geissler et al. (1994 Geissler et al. ( , 1995 Geissler et al. ( , 1996 or most of Ida's limb is not surprising: limb observations are impaired by significant foreshortening (large e) and, in the the migration of blocks into lows in dynamic height may have contributed to the observed block distribution. Some case of the Ida mosaic which shows the asteroid at a phase angle of ȁ50Њ, also by unfavorable illumination (small i). affected by variations in spatial resolution and in the availability of stereo coverage. The eastern region was viewed A single, very high-resolution image (202562778: 24 m/ pixel, phase angle Ͱ ϭ 109Њ) was also acquired by the at the highest resolution available (31 m/pixel) and with substantial stereo coverage (Fig. 3) . Blocks only ȁ45 m in Galileo SSI instrument. Considered alone, the improved spatial resolution would allow any block larger than a few size (Ͻ2 pixels across) could be identified here. In contrast, the western region was viewed at a resolution of only 38 tens of meters across to be identified in this image were it present. No block is readily seen, however, except for a m/pixel and with almost no stereo coverage. No block smaller than ȁ130 m (ȁ3.5 pixels across) is recognizable marginal candidate near the bottom of crater Stiffe. Because high phase angle and significant foreshortening of the there. Blocks appear to be altogether absent in the central portion of the asteroid. The central region was viewed illuminated terrains can mitigate the benefit of improved spatial resolution, no reliable conclusion as to the presence at an intermediate resolution of ȁ34 m/pixel and under geometries that would have allowed large blocks such as or absence of blocks less than ȁ3 pixels high (with corresponding widths ȁ6 pixels across) can be reached for image those in the western region to be identified were they present. Moreover, smearing is not significant, foreshorten-202562778. As for well-exposed blocks more than ȁ6 pixels high (Ն150 m), their absence is quite definitive.
ing is minimal, and incidence angles are sufficiently large (Fig. 4 ). An explanation for the lack of blocks in the central Block mapping over the high-resolution mosaic is also ''eastern,'' ''central'' and ''western'' in the text (see also Figures 1 and 6) are at longitudes ȁ180Њ, ȁ90Њ, and ȁ0Њ, respectively. Block latitudes and longitudes are approximate due to uncertainties in the shape model. They were averaged between images where applicable. The spatial resolutions of images 202562439, 202562339 and 202562313 are 31, 34 and 38 m/pixel, respectively. region might be provided by terrain roughness. The back-the densely cratered central region (Palisa Regio), and (ii) the sparsely cratered interiors of large craters in the eastern ground topography in this region is distinctly rougher than elsewhere, making isolated blocks more difficult to iden-region (craters Lascaux and Mammoth) (Figs. 1A and 5) .
Taking into account only craters Ն0.5 km and Ͻ10 km in tify. The four blocks in the western region do occur over topography about as rough as that characterizing the cen-diameter, Palisa Regio has a cumulative density of ȁ0.30 crater и km
Ϫ2
, whereas the interiors of Lascaux and Mamtral portion of Ida, but the sizes of those blocks are among the largest found. Thus, while no definitive conclusion can moth have densities of ȁ0.05 crater и km
, after correction for the partial viewing of those craters. Counting only be reached with regard to the abundance of small blocks, a case can be made for a true dearth in large blocks in the blocks Ն60 m across to minimize any resolution bias, we find block surface densities of d Յ 0.01 block и km Ϫ2 over central region: in comparison with the western region and even more so with the eastern region, the central portion Palisa Regio and d ȁ 0.03 block и km Ϫ2 inside Lascaux and Mammoth. Thus, there appears to be an anticorrelation of Ida appears lacking in blocks larger than ȁ3.5 pixels across, i.e., Ͼ120 m across. We offer a possible explanation between the surface density of blocks and crater density: most identifiable blocks Ն60 m across occur over the for this scarcity in Section 2.4.5.
The distribution of blocks on Ida can be compared use-sparsely cratered interiors of the large eastern craters. An interpretation of this anticorrelation is offered in Section fully to regional differences in crater density . In the present study, we examine two localities: (i) 2.4.5. In addition to the 17 blocks identified relatively confi-be identified conclusively. Isolated PRFs might include partially buried blocks, weathered blocks with subdued dently, several dozen discrete PRFs (including PRF candidates) which might also be blocks are visible in the high-outlines, piles of regolithic scree, protruding bedrock, raised crater rims, intersecting crater walls, and in a few resolution mosaic of Ida. The features, however, are either too small, have too low a height-to-width aspect ratio, or cases perhaps imaging artifacts at the single pixel scale.
Most of these PRFs are found on or near the rims of craters, do not stand out well enough against their background to erage is available. Seven blocks are larger than 100 m. The largest blocks are ȁ150 m across. Uncertainties in the derived sizes are on the order of the pixel scale.
The remainder of our discussion focuses on the largest blocks. These are important because they can be inventoried with least uncertainty, and most standard (empirical) ejecta scaling laws offer predictions of maximum block sizes. We treat the blocks found on Ida as impact ejecta fragments, an assumption which will be justified in Section 2.4.1. No distinction will be made here between blocks located inside and outside (on the rim) craters. Although previous studies of ejecta block sizes have sometimes focused on blocks located on crater rims specifically (e.g., Moore 1971) , not all have made this distinction (e.g., Gault et al. 1963) . Moreover, at Meteor Crater for instance, large (Ն20 m) blocks initially emplaced on the crater rim have slid or rolled downhill, coming to rest inside the crater bowl (Shoemaker and Kieffer 1974) . Because block displacement subsequent to crater excavation (by crater wall slumping or impact induced spallation; see Section 2.4.4) is expected to occur readily in the low-gravity environment of an asteroid, making a formal distinction between blocks however, where ejecta blocks usually occur. Although few are found in regions where viewing is poor (e.g., along the limb), they are seen almost everywhere where photometric conditions are favorable. To first order, their distribution could be uniform (P. Lee et al. 1994) .
Block Sizes
A cumulative plot of the size distribution of the 17 blocks nevertheless be confidently identified because stereo cov-located within and beyond 1 crater radius would be of estimate of the volume of the apparent crater (displaced crater mass) which, for fresh craters, is generally greater illusory use.
From measurements on nuclear explosion craters and by a factor of ȁ2 than the volume of the excavation cavity (the volume of material actually excavated and ejected terrestrial impact structures, Gault et al. (1963) established that from the crater) (e.g., Schultz et al. 1981) , Eq. (2) is adequate here for achieving first order estimates of the total volume of ejecta produced on Ida, especially considering
(1) the significant infilling likely experienced by the older, large craters. Equation (2) should apply even to craters where M e is the total mass ejected from a crater (in kg) whose diameter approaches the mean radius of the target and m L is the mass of the largest fragment ejected (in kg). asteroid. Large craters on a curved surface have shallower Equation (1) is approximate. Scatter in the data compiled profiles (smaller apparent depth-to-diameter ratios) than by Gault et al. (1963) indicates that uncertainties of an their bowl-shaped, terrestrial or lunar counterparts (e.g., order of magnitude are not unusual. Variables such as rock Fujiwara et al. 1993 ), but we assume that the convexity of strength, joint spacing, and specific impact conditions can the preimpact target surface on asteroids roughly makes affect the final size of impact-generated blocks (Melosh up for the shallower profiles of their larger craters. 1989). Inhomogeneities in block age and hence in erosional Using Eq. (2), Eq. (1) can be rewritten as state introduce additional variation. Also, in establishing Eq. (1), no distinction was made between blocks generated
by the spall mechanism and those produced in the excavation flow. The largest crater considered by Gault et al . is where D is crater diameter (in m) and L is the cubic size the 22-km-wide Ries Basin in Germany which ejected of the largest fragment ejected (in m). A dependence on blocks up to 1 km in size. These megablocks, some of which material density is folded into Eq. (3) in the constant factor. were apparently transported up to 6 km beyond the crater We chose block ȁ 3.1 g и cm Ϫ3 and reg ȁ 2.1 g и cm Ϫ3 for rim (Chao et al. 1978) , are believed to have been mobilized the density of individual blocks and that of the excavated by spallation, either as early, high-velocity but weakly-regolith, respectively 1 . According to Eq. (3), given a maxishocked spall (e.g., Melosh 1989) or as relict of low-velocity mum crater diameter on Ida of ȁ11 km , spallation with subsequent transport during emplacement Chapman et al. 1994a) , the largest ejecta block is predicted (P. Schultz, personal communication). For Meteor Crater, to reach ȁ600 m in size. This is larger than the largest on the other hand, another crater included in the Gault et block actually identified, but by a factor ȁ4 only. al. study, the largest blocks considered (20-30 m across) Moore (1971) studied the size distribution of blocks on were emplaced on the crater's rim late in the excavation the rims of lunar craters ranging from a few meters to phase (Shoemaker and Kieffer 1974) . Equation (1) also ȁ100 km in diameter and found a relationship between does not distinguish between cratering regimes (gravity vs maximum block size and crater diameter for blocks Ͼ1 m strength-dominated). We discuss this point in more de-across. The relation yields maximum block sizes smaller tail below.
than those predicted by Eq. (3), The volume, V, of material ejected from craters can be estimated from their apparent dimensions. Photoclinome-
, try applied to fresh-looking craters on Ida yields h ȁ 0.15 D, where h is a crater's apparent depth and D its apparent diameter (Sullivan et al. 1996) . Considering craters as 1 From an analysis of Dactyl's orbital motion, Belton et al. (1995) estimate a bulk density for Ida of 2.6 Ϯ 0.5 g и cm Ϫ3 and favor a stony bulk McGetchin et al. (1973) for terrestrial and lunar craters in assuming that the porosity of coherent blocks on Ida is twice that of chondritic specimens, we attribute densities of ȁ3.1 g и cm Ϫ3 to the blocks.
the hundreds of meters to kilometers radius range (V ϭ 
, with L and D in meters. Equation (5) would predict that the largest blocks on Ida are of order 170 m across, in reasonably good agreement with observation.
Implicit in the above comparison between craters of similar diameters on bodies with different surface gravities is that it is the target's mechanical response, more so than the specific cratering regime, that determines the relation between maximum ejecta block size and the energy of an impact (expressed in Eqs. (3)- (5) indirectly as the diameter of the resulting crater). The terrestrial craters used in deriving Eq. (1) span a range in diameters between a few meters and ȁ22 km and include both craters excavated under a gravity-dominated regime and craters formed under a strength-dominated one. It might thus appear desirable in Eq. (5) to distinguish between the two regimes. Moreover, FIG. 7. Plot illustrating the evolution of maximum ejecta block size many of the larger craters on the terrestrial planets were vs crater diameter, with examples from the Earth, the Moon, Phobos, formed in a gravity-dominated regime, and craters of idenDeimos, and Ida. The curve is Eq. (5) (see text), not a fit to the few tical sizes on the Earth, the Moon, and on asteroid-sized points shown. Data for the 3.8-km diameter crater Mö sting C and a 0.8-km crater near Maestlin R on the Moon are from Kosofsky and El-Baz bodies might have involved different formational energies. (1970) and Schultz (1976, Plate 54c) , respectively. Given that order of Under gravity scaling and for a given expended energy, magnitude departures are possible, the size of the largest block found the product D и g Ϫ1/4 , where D is crater diameter and g the on Ida is in good agreement with empirical ejecta scaling laws established local gravitational acceleration, is to first order constant.
for rocky target bodies.
On the Earth, where g is ȁ700 times greater than on Ida (ȁ9.81 m и sec Ϫ2 vs ȁ1.4 и 10 Ϫ2 m и sec Ϫ2 ) craters are ȁ5 times smaller than their asteroidal equal-energy counterparts. Thus an 11 km, gravity-scaled crater on Ida would be where L and D are in meters. Observed lunar block sizes often depart from this relation by a factor of ȁ2, likely equivalent to a 2 km terrestrial crater. Such crater scaling effects, however, are secondary compared to the other for the same reasons as those listed earlier. Equation (4) would predict maximum block sizes on Ida of ȁ50-150 m, factors (e.g., target strength) that determine ejecta block size. That is, even if the correspondence between expended close to the observed maxima.
S. Lee et al. (1986) also examined block sizes in relation energy and crater diameter depends on the cratering regime and is therefore non-unique, the uncertainties in this to crater sizes on Phobos, Deimos, and on the Moon. Blocks in the 30 to 150 m maximum size range on these correspondence are smaller than those introduced by variations in the target's mechanical properties. Surface gravity bodies are found close to craters 1 to 10 km in diameter, as on Ida.
differences of 3 orders of magnitude translate into diameter differences of only a factor of 5 or so, and when introduced Thus, we find that the size relationship between Ida's largest blocks and its largest impact craters is, to first order, into Eq. (5), yield block cubic size differences of a factor of ȁ4 only. Comminution, on the other hand, depends consistent with ejecta scaling relationships derived for the Earth, the Moon, Phobos, and Deimos (Fig. 7) . Consider-mostly on the mechanical response of the target material to the delivery of impact energy, i.e., to local shock stresses ing the uncertainties involved, the agreement is remarkable and suggests commonalities in the impact cratering process and shock gradients. In particular, the size of the largest ejecta fragments found on the rim of fresh craters will on the different objects and/or in the mechanical properties of their target materials. Maximum block sizes on Ida are reflect the last stages of crater formation where the flow field crosses isobars of material-dependent peak pressures consistent with the asteroid being a coherent rocky object exhibiting brittle fracture, although admittedly, little is (e.g., Mendell 1978, Schultz et al. 1981 ). Factors such as material strength and preimpact joint spacing, more the large impact structure (Thomas 1979, Asphaug and Melosh 1993) . By analogy, regional regolith thicknesses of so than the cratering regime per se or the crater size scale, will be critical to determining the ultimate size of the largest order several hundred meters could be achieved in the hemispheres centered on Ida's largest craters, in which blocks Heitowit 1963, Melosh 1989) . For our purpose, Eq. (5) may thus be considered non-regime-case burial or sinkage of even freshly formed blocks up to ȁ600 m across (the maximum block size predicted by Eq. specific.
(3)) is conceivable. In our earlier attempt to map and interpret the spatial distribution of the blocks as members 2.3. Block Volumes of a single depositional unit, such variations in regolith depth could contribute significant bias by concealing speWe next estimate the volume of ejecta represented by the blocks and the total volume of ejecta produced by cific subsets of the block population. Still more blocks could thus be present in Lascaux and Mammoth, only craters on Ida. From the latter, estimates of upper limits for regional or ''global'' regolith thicknesses may be derived. buried in the relatively deep regolith within these craters (see Section 2.4.5). Examination of the Ida mosaic reveals Ratios of block volume to crater volume, on the other hand, allow hypotheses on the origin of the blocks to be otherwise no clear indication of a thicker regolith cover around the two large impact structures (Fig. 1A) . tested.
Crater counts on the high-resolution mosaic of Ida yield The volume of material represented by the 17 blocks readily identified on Ida amounts to ȁ0.02 km 3 . The 7 ȁ200 craters with diameters Ն0.5 km, including craters Lascaux and Mammoth. (Figs. 1A and 5) . Given that the blocks that lie within or near the rim of Lascaux account for ȁ0.003 km 3 ( Fig. 2A ). This value is less than the volume fraction of Ida seen in the mosaic represents only ȁ30% of the asteroid's total area , the total of the largest block predicted via Eq. (5) , suggesting that having all 7 blocks originating number of craters larger than 0.5 km on Ida, assuming a uniform crater density, extrapolates to ȁ670. These would as ejecta fragments from that sole crater (or from any other one of Ida's 10-km class craters) would pose no provide for ȁ6 craters in the 10 1 km diameter class, in agreement with the actual count of large craters from difficulty volumewise. global imaging coverage of Ida (the 6 large craters are Lascaux Mammoth, Undara, Orgnac, Castellana, and Az-2.4. Block Origin and Mode of Emplacement zurra). With ejecta volume calculated via Eq. (2), the total volume of material excavated from all craters larger than 2.4.1. Local derivation vs exogenous accretion. Blockfields on small, atmosphereless bodies are almost exclu-0.5 km in diameter represents ȁ500 km 3 or ȁ3% of Ida's present total volume (V Ida ȁ 16,100 km 3 ). This estimate sively the result of impact processes (Garvin 1985) . Accordingly, blocks on Ida are probably ejecta fragments does not include the contribution from craters smaller than 0.5 km, but it nevertheless accounts for most of the ejecta produced and/or exposed following impact events. They are likely dominantly composed of materials derived from produced because of the steepness of the power dependence of ejecta volume on crater size. Craters Lascaux and the target asteroid.
A possible alternative for the origin of the blocks is that Mammoth alone contributed ȁ130 km 3 of ejecta, about 25% of all excavated material. they are accretionary fragments (impactors or fragments thereof accreted onto the asteroid without undergoing If all ejecta calculated were retained and distributed uniformly over the ȁ3800 km 2 of Ida's surface, a regolith complete disruption), in which case the blocks would be composed of materials derived from impactors. Although layer on average ȁ130-m thick would result. This represents an upper limit: some ejecta must have been lost be-this second possibility is unlikely in view of the present high collisional velocities between main belt asteroids (most cause of Ida's low escape velocity. The estimate may nevertheless be usefully compared with both model predictions collisions result in impactor disruption), the key arguments that allow this second possibility to be disregarded are for medium-sized asteroids and observations on Phobos: a ȁ100-m-deep regolith layer is predicted on asteroids worth examining quantitatively.
Bottke et al. (1994a) derive a mean collisional velocity ȁ100 km across (Housen et al. 1979) , while a regolith depth of ȁ100-200 m was inferred for Phobos from examining ͗V͘ at Ida of ȁ3.55 km и sec
Ϫ1
, along with most probable collisional velocities ranging from ȁ2.35 to 3.30 km и sec
. the morphology of its grooves and craters .
While such impact velocities would place crater formation in the low-velocity (Ͻ4.5 km и sec
) regime (a compressive If the total volume of ejecta was not distributed uniformly over Ida but accumulated preferentially in localized one if a compactable particulate target surface were involved (Clark and McCarty 1963, Hartmann 1978), they areas, large regional differences in regolith thickness could arise. Most of the ejecta generated at Stickney and retained are nevertheless high enough to result in the complete disruption of all but the strongest impactors (Melosh 1989). on Phobos was deposited in the hemisphere centered on A first order calculation on the survival of accreting blocks oid if shielded effectively in its regolith or if initially part of larger fragments. Some blocks on Ida could thus be colliding into a hard, cohesive target surface indicates that the landing of blocks of density ȁ3.1 g и cm Ϫ3 (see footnote individual surviving fragments from the KPB. 1) and of unconfined compressive static strength ȁ10 8 Pa, (Figs. 1 and 2A) . The association impact velocities are Յ0.35 km и sec
Comparison with Phobos and Deimos. Twelve typical of that of basalts (Gault and Heitowit 1963, Blyth of the 17 blocks on Ida lie within or near the rims of craters and de Freitas 1984), would preserve block integrity if Lascaux and Mammoth

Ϫ1
. Bottke et al. (1994a) of such a significant fraction of observed blocks with the among others show that such low impact velocities are rare asteroid's largest craters points to a possible genetic relatoday in the main belt: at the Ͻ1% level for Ida. That all tionship between the blocks and those craters. On Phobos, blocks could actually result from the fragmentation of only nearly all blocks are located close to large impact craters, one or two larger impactors allows for somewhat higher and most large blocks are associated with Stickney impact velocities, higher still if a soft, regolith-laden target . It is estimated that over 90% of the mass is considered. Impactor survival, integrally or in resolvable of all blocks on Phobos are actually located inside Stickney, fragments, might then be ensured for collision velocities up suggesting that they were derived from the formation of to ȁ1 km и sec Ϫ1 , depending in particular on the projectile's that particular impact structure. In support of this interprepreimpact structure and on the ratio of projectile size to tation, hydrocode modeling of the formation of Stickney target regolith thickness. While collisions at such velocities indicates that its excavation involved extremely low flow are ȁ3 times more frequent (ȁ3% level for Ida), the same velocities, as is the case for crater excavation on a lowgeneral conclusion holds: impactor survival with any frag-gravity object under a nevertheless gravity-dominated rement resolvable in Galileo images is improbable at present. gime 2 (Asphaug and Melosh 1993) . Ejection velocities The petrologic record in meteorite regolithic breccias, were apparently low enough to have allowed a substantial in particular in some polymict breccias which contain mac-fraction of the ejecta to be retained, in particular in the roscopic clasts belonging to different meteorite classes, immediate vicinity of the impact structure. On the basis does attest that impactor material may on occasion survive of their basalt model and an impact velocity of 6 km и sec Ϫ1 , intact in interasteroid collisions (Bunch et al. 1979 
, Bunch Asphaug and Melosh estimated that excavation flow velocand Rajan 1988, Stö ffler et al. 1988, McKay et al. 1989). ities of order only 3 m и sec
Ϫ1 were evolved at Stickney and But the meteorite regolithic breccias are ancient (Ͼ3 ϫ 10 9 that ȁ80% of the ejecta mobilized in the flow was retained years old) and result from collisional regimes and regolithic on Phobos. In this scenario, the large coherent blocks restprocesses that might no longer prevail in the main belt ing within Stickney and on the crater's rim were probably today. Moreover, the fraction of allogenous meteoroidal derived in the ''least-shocking'' and lowest-velocity tail material in the breccias is always very small, of order a portion of the crater-forming excavation flow. few percent by weight only, and provides evidence for the On Deimos, the matching of blocks with their source survival only of relatively finely comminuted material.
crater is more difficult than on Phobos . S. Thus, while the principle of impactor survival on Ida Lee et al. (1986) argued on the basis of proximity and may not be discounted altogether, it is improbable, espe-radial symmetry of their distribution that the largest blocks cially for large fragments. The blocks found on the asteroid might have derived from Voltaire, the outer martian satelare most likely coarse ejecta fragments derived from the lite's largest integral impact crater (D ȁ 2.3 km). target. The fragments would include those blocks resulting Phobos and Deimos provide a basis of comparison for directly from the comminution by impacts of coherent tar-understanding cratering mechanics and ejecta dynamics on get material, preexisting blocks churned up in the regolith, small bodies. Although the martian satellites are set in a and impact breccias (Arrhenius and Alfvé n 1971, Cintala gravitational environment that differs markedly from that et al. , McKay et al. 1989 .
of free-flying asteroids, the distribution of large ejecta The presence of Dactyl, a satellite around Ida, raises an blocks on Phobos appears to have been little influenced additional possibility. Like Ida, Dactyl is believed to have by the moon's proximity to Mars. With the specific example originated in the disruption of the Koronis parent body of Stickney at hand, a ready explanation for the origin of (KPB) some 10 9 years ago (e.g., , Chapman et al. 1994b , 1996 . Those frag-2 Because of their weak surface gravity, it might be tempting to assume ments that were imparted low relative velocities in the that strength scaling prevails on all asteroid-sized bodies, at least for their smaller craters. Gravity-controlled cratering, however, may also be KPB disruption might have remained gravitationally blocks ȁ10 2 m across could survive ȁ10 9 years on an aster-the blocks found inside or near the rims of craters Lascaux tially competent rock and for impactor and target of the same density, we have and Mammoth on Ida is that they were derived directly from the formation of those craters. In the following sections, we use this straightfoward interpretation as our
working hypothesis.
Spallation vs excavation.
Laboratory experi-where R P is projectile radius (in m), D is crater diameter ments and field observations on the Earth and on the (in m), g is gravitational acceleration (in m и sec
Ϫ2
) and v i Moon indicate that large, coherent, and weakly shocked is impact velocity (in m и sec
Ϫ1
). For D ȁ 11 km and g ȁ fragments produced during impact events are mobilized 1.4 ϫ 10 Ϫ2 m и sec Ϫ2 , an impact velocity under two different ejection regimes . Blocks of 3 km и sec Ϫ1 would call for projectiles ȁ200 m in radius. are generated either by spallation, the ejection of material This yields a target to projectile radius ratio of R T /R P ȁ resulting from the incidence, at a target's free surface, of 86, close to 100. Lascaux and Mammoth could thus have shock waves capable of inducing tensile failure in surficial formed in the intermediate regime, spawning coarse ejecta bedrock and/or lofting of preexisting loose surface frag-fragments via both the excavation flow and spallation ments (Cintala et al. 1979 ; Hö rz and Schaal 1981; Melosh mechanisms. As most blocks on Ida appear to be restricted 1984 Gratz et al. 1993) , or by the crater excavation to the interior and rim of its largest craters, if the blocks flow, the turbulent and highly sheared flow responsible for were derived directly from those structures (our working the excavation of the crater proper, which develops by hypothesis), excavation flow (specifically its low-velocity, rarefaction beneath the preimpact target surface from the weakly shocking tail portion) more likely than spallation was their prime mode of emplacement. If, on the other residual velocity left in the wake of the shock wave. Spehand, the blocks did not originate in Lascaux and Mamcifically, coherent ejecta blocks are produced in the tail moth, they could include a significant fraction of spallation portion of this flow, where ejection velocities are lowest, fragments, and another emplacement (and clustering) and shock and shear levels may be relatively weak (excavamechanism would have to be sought (see Section 2.4.4). tion flow field crossing low peak shock isobars near the free
The above discussion provides only a qualitative decripsurface) (e.g., Schultz et al. 1981) . While both mechanisms tion of the possible outcomes of impacts of various magnioperate for any given hypervelocity impact into a coherent tudes on Ida. As used here, the Hö rz and Schaal (1981) target, the yields of each, in terms of their contribution to criterion is largely arbitrary: the actual transition value of the production of large blocks, depend on the relative sizes the R T /R P ratio will depend on the composition, structure, of the target and projectile, and on the collision velocity. strength, shape, impact location, impact angle, and relative Hö rz and Schaal (1981) argued that for an impact velocity velocity of the target and projectile, and may be signifiof ȁ5 km и sec
, a target (R T ) to projectile (R P ) radius cantly different from 100. ratio of R T /R P ȁ 100 delineates the boundary between an ''infinite half-space'' and a ''finite''-sized target. For 2.4.4. Alternative hypotheses. Alternative explana-R T /R P ӷ 100 (the infinite half-space case), the collisional tions for the spatial distribution of Ida's blocks have energy is expended almost entirely in a pure cratering been proposed. regime and the solid ejecta produced derives mostly from Geissler et al. (1994 Geissler et al. ( , 1995 note that the portions of the the excavation flow. For R T /R P Ӷ 100 (the finite-sized eastern and western regions where most blocks are found target case), a substantial fraction of the impact energy coincide with the asteroid's leading sides in a rotational displaces target material by spallation, and the solid ejecta sense. The implication is that the spatial association of evolved may be dominated by spalls. In the intermediate most blocks with Ida's largest craters might have no direct case (R T /R P ȁ 100), both the excavation flow and spallation genetic underpinning. Geissler et al. show that the block mechanisms would contribute significant ejecta. Large distribution is consistent with a dynamical model in which ejecta blocks derived by excavation flow, however, tend the blocks are ejecta fragments launched into partial or to remain within or close to their source crater whereas temporary orbits about Ida and are subsequently swept up upon fallback by the asteroid's rotational leading surfaces. spallation products do not.
We use Hö rz and Schaal's (1981) criterion to discuss As pointed out by its authors, while plausible, this scenario is difficult to test conclusively, partly because the rotational qualitatively differences in the relative importance of coarse spallation and excavation products. To determine trailing side in the eastern region is not visible at adequate resolution in the Galileo images to allow ascertaining a which regime might have applied to the formation of craters Lascaux and Mammoth on Ida, we first estimate the dearth of blocks there. Geissler et al.'s (1995 Geissler et al.'s ( , 1996 model also suggests that a distinct rotational asymmetry in block size of the projectiles required to form those structures. From the gravity scaling equations of Schmidt and Housen distribution develops only for the fraction of retained ejecta launched initially at relatively high (yet at subes-(1987), for an impact at normal incidence angle into ini-cape) velocity; the asymmetry subsides for lower velocity regional lows in dynamic height other than Lascaux occur ejecta. For any high-velocity large ejecta block evolved, in the hemisphere of Ida viewed at high resolution and no however, a substantial number of large blocks launched at blocks are observed there (Fig. 8) , dynamic lows likely lower velocities is usually also produced (e.g., Vickery played no more than a secondary role in arresting migrat-1987, Nakamura and Fujiwara 1991). The clustering of the ing blocks. main blockfield on Phobos within and on the rim of The presence of ''chutes'' in proximity to blocks in crater Stickney and hydrocode modeling of the Mammoth ( Fig. 2A) , formation of that crater Melosh 1993) in-Sullivan et al. 1996) suggests that some post-excavation deed suggest that most blocks retained on small bodies downhill sliding of regolith material has occurred. Some were launched at velocities far below escape. Had the might have been triggered by or accompanied ejecta block sweep-up mechanism dominated the pattern of block fall-migration. Aside from potentially high-velocity secondary back on Phobos, a more uniform distribution would have impacts possible only under peculiar geometries given Ida's resulted there. Thus, while the sweep-up process may have irregular shape, the maximum reimpact velocity of any played a significant role in the recovery and distribution ejecta fragment launched off of Ida is normally equal to of higher-velocity spalled ejecta or of the smaller-sized the maximum escape velocity from the asteroid's surface ejecta associated with the more dynamic portions of the (ȁ20 m и sec Ϫ1 ) plus the maximum instantaneous rotational excavation flow (finer ejecta from crater Azzurra could be velocity of the asteroid (ȁ10 m и sec Ϫ1 ). Thus, secondary responsible for defining the extensive color/albedo unit impacts on Ida usually take place at velocities Յ 30 which dominates the northern and western hemispheres m и sec Ϫ1 , producing at most moderate compression of the of Ida as suggested by Geissler et al. (1996) ), it is less clear regolith. Slopes of particulate material near angle of repose whether the same process was also the prime contributor could nevertheless be destabilized and lead to chutes. No to the clustered distribution of large blocks at Lascaux boulder tracks have been reliably identified on Ida, but and Mammoth.
estimates of possible track depths indicate that they would Another explanation for the block distribution considers be unresolved (Sullivan et al. 1996) . The possibility that the migration of ejecta fragments in Ida's weak gravity the blocks on Ida resulted from the fragmentation of a environment and their collection in local lows in dynamic smaller number of larger boulders cannot be excluded height (to be distinguished on irregular-shaped spinning either. bodies from simple topographic lows (Thomas 1993) ). Free 2.4.5. How old are the blocks? The cosmic ray exposure blocks on small bodies may be seismically destabilized and (CRE) age of most Apollo lunar rock samples reveal surroll or slide, or be lofted (spalled) by violent impacts, face residence times Ն 10 6 years and Ӷ10 9 years (Reedy becoming trapped as they settle in craters and other deet al. 1983 deet al. , Heiken et al. 1991 . Residence times Ն 10 9 years pressions. First order measurements based on the shape seldom occur on the Moon because exposed blocks are model for Ida indicate that crater Lascaux corresponds to eventually removed by impact-related processes. Blocks a distinct regional low in dynamic height. Crater Mammay be directly disrupted in collisions or be buried in moth, on the other hand, appears to lie on a dynamic slope, fresher ejecta deposits. Impact-induced spallation and perhaps an artifact resulting from our poorer knowledge other surface movement (sliding, tumbling) impose addiof the shape of Ida in Mammoth's area; the large crater tional mechanical duress on the more poorly consolidated more likely is a local dynamic low as well (Fig. 8) . The fragments (Arvidson et al. 1975) . Micrometeortic sandblocks clustered about these craters might have originated blasting also abrades exposed lunar blocks at a rate of ȁ1 from a relatively distant source and were collected inside mm per 10 6 years (Ashworth 1977). On a 10 9 year timesor near the craters following ballistic hops, rolling, or slidcale, this latter process alone would reduce meter-sized ing. That some blocks have experienced this mode of emrocky fragments to a finely comminuted soil. Depending placement is suggested by the observation that the 150-mon the local evolution of the regolith, on local topographic sized boulders in the western region are associated with slopes, and on material strength, blocks on the Moon actucraters much smaller than Lascaux or Mammoth: Padirac ally experience complex histories of fragmentation, burial, is only 2.2 km across. If Eq. (5) were to hold strictly and and reexposure (e.g., Arvidson et al. 1975 , Burnett et target lithology on Ida did not vary significantly from Pola al.1975) , leading to a range of survival times. As a result, Regio to Vienna Regio, blocks associated with Padirac crisp-looking boulders associated with morphologically dewould be no larger than ȁ55 m across. Block migration graded lunar craters are not uncommon. Also, Monte (including via the Geissler et al. process) followed by trapCarlo simulations by Hö rz et al. (1975) of the collisional life ping in a dynamic low could offer a needed alternative in expectancy of lunar rocks, although difficult to extrapolate this case. But as we noted earlier, Eq. (5) is subject to reliably to large boulders because of scaling unknowns, large deviations, and lithology might well vary laterally on Ida (Sullivan et al. 1996) . Ultimately, because several suggest that the median survival time of blocks 10 2 m in The map shows that crater Lascaux (ȁ10ЊN, 185ЊE) coincides with a regional low in dynamic height. Crater Mammoth (ȁ15ЊS, 200ЊE) , on the other hand, is shown to lie on a steep dynamic slope, but this may be an artifact resulting from poor constraint of Ida's shape model in this area. Several regional lows, although imaged at high resolution, are devoid of blocks (at least in blocks Ͼ120 m), suggesting that lateral migration and trapping in dynamic lows is likely not the prime cause for the observed block distribution.
size could reach 10 9 years or more under the present lunar ill , Farinella et al. 1994 ), most of the CRE in iron meteorites likely was acquired while the objects resided impactor flux. Boulders on asteroids are expected to be subject to the same removal mechanisms as on the Moon, in the main belt, within meter-sized meteoroids. From this, we infer that iron meteoroids 10 1 -10 2 m in size can probaonly on timescales that differ due to differences in surface gravity, impactor population, collisional velocity regimes, bly survive several 10 9 years or more in the present collisional environment of the main belt.
3 The CRE ages of regolith production and turnover rates, and target strength.
A starting point to estimating the life expectancy of nearly all stony meteorites, on the other hand, fall in the range 10 5 -6 ϫ 10 7 years, significantly less than that of iron asteroidal boulders is to consider the exposure record preserved in meteorites. The CRE age of a meteorite dates meteorites (Bogard 1979) . (The greater CRE ages of irons is usually attributed to their greater mechanical strength the time of fragmentation of its parent meteoroid when it was reduced to a size of a few meters or less. Because which enhances their ability to survive interasteroidal collisions.) Since the range in CRE ages of stony meteorites small objects are more easily disrupted than larger ones, the CRE age of meteorites provides a lower limit on the overlaps with that of possible dynamical lifetimes, these life expectancy of asteroids Ն 10 1 meters across. CRE ages of iron meteorites commonly lie in the range 10 8 -10 9 years 3 The life expectancy in the main belt is controlled by collisions among (Bogard 1979) . Because these ages are greater than possi-asteroids (a collisional lifetime is defined), whereas that in inner planetble timescales for asteroidal orbital evolution into and crossing space is controlled by dynamical evolution until a planet or the sun is intercepted (dynamical lifetime).
within the inner Solar System (10 6 -10 8 years (e.g., Wether-meteorites could have acquired the bulk of their CRE expectancy with respect to that of similar-sized blocks on a regolith-free asteroid. By combining the two preceding either during their residence in the main belt or during their transfer from the main belt to the Earth. Regardless, lifetime-doubling factors, a total four-fold increase in the survival time of ȁ10 2 -m-sized boulders compared to simithe maximum recorded CRE ages in stony meteorites implies that meter-sized stony meteoroids survive probably lar-sized free-flying asteroids is achieved. The 10 2 -m-sized (rocky) blocks in craters Lascaux and Mammoth could no longer than a few 10 7 years in the main belt. Larger stony asteroids in the main belt would have somewhat then easily be up to several 10 8 to 10 9 years old, an age that would rougly coincide with the probable age of the greater life expectancies: by extrapolation, we estimate that 10 1 -10 2 -m-sized asteroids could survive several 10 7 to large impact structures according to some models , Chapman et al. 1994b , Sullivan et al. 1996 . ȁ10 8 years. Another approach to the problem is to consider the noted that because craters 1-10 km in diameter are likely required to produce 100-m-sized impactor flux in the main belt and to compare the corresponding delivered impact energy frequency distribution ejecta blocks, one or more craters in this size range might have formed on Ida in a relatively recent past, i.e., during with the disruption threshold (or yield strength) of target objects. Typically, asteroids in the 10 1 -10 2 m radius range the past 3 to 8 ϫ 10 7 years, their estimated lifetime against collisional disruption for 30-100 m blocks. Younger ages are found to have lifetimes with respect to catastrophic disruption of a few 10 7 to 10 8 years (e.g., Dohnanyi 1969, still were believed possible if there have been enhanced collisions with Koronis family asteroids . Bottke et al. 1994b) . With a first order calculation, found life expectancies of ȁ3 to 8.10 7 years Geissler et al. (1996) suggest that since craters Lascaux and Mammoth have thoroughly degraded morphologies for (stony) blocks 30 to 100 m across, in agreement with standard results.
and are possibly as old as Ida itself (ȁ10 9 years old), the presence of blocks Յ 3 to 8 ϫ 10 7 years old in those The two preceding approaches to the block lifetime problem (CRE ages in meteorites and dynamical studies) structures would imply that the blocks originated elsewhere, possibly in crater Azzurra, a 10-km-diameter impact thus yield consistent results. Both suggest that stony objects ȁ10 2 m in size have life expectancies in the main belt of structure believed to be relatively fresh. The consideration of block shielding by a regolith-bearing asteroid, however, order 10 8 years. The lifetimes derived, however, pertain strictly to free-flying boulders, that is to individual asteroids allows for significantly increased block survival times and could alleviate the need to have a 1-10 km crater form on ȁ10 2 m across. Blocks resting on larger asteroids are effectively shielded from direct impactor hits over an entire half-Ida relatively recently. The anticorrelation noted in Section 2.1 between block surface density and crater density can space, a circumstance which alone doubles their lifetime against collisional disruption. In addition, episodes of be interpreted as being at least partly due to enhanced block preservation in localities of more dynamic regolith burial in a protective regolith further reduce block exposure to impacts, extending their life expectancy by a factor thickness and activity. Large crater bowls such as Lascaux and Mammoth serve as efficient traps for loose and migratapproximately inversely proportional to the fraction of time the blocks are exposed. Successive episodes of exhu-ing regolith material, and may be subject to mass-wasting on relatively large scale. The anticorrelation does not imply mation and burial could have resulted from impact-induced jostling of the regolith and the deposition and departure that blocks on Ida are found preferentially in craters that would be young. Rather, it illustrates how 10 2 m blocks of regolith covers (Cintala et al. 1979, Hö rz and Schaal 1981) . Because gravity is weaker on small bodies and seis-might have benefitted from enhanced collisional shielding in the relatively dynamic regolith environment associated mic effects are enhanced, episodes of block burial and exposure could occur more repeatedly on asteroids than with large (and likely ancient) craters. In Palisa Regio, in contrast, large craters are absent and so are thick regolith on the Moon. The exposure time fraction is difficult to estimate as it depends on the asteroid's size (mass), the blankets (Sullivan et al. 1996) . Any large block landed in the region would be afforded less protection than in Lasapplicable cratering regime, local regolith thicknesses and the competition over time between burial and excavation caux or Mammoth, and block lifetimes could be reduced by a factor ȁ2. This, along with the fact that large blockwith respect to regolith depth (Housen et al. 1979) . Interpolating between models of 10 and 300 km asteroids on which producing craters are absent there, might help explain why large (Ն 120 m across) blocks appear rare in the central gravity scaling was set to apply (Housen et al. 1979) , we find that 50 km asteroids like Ida might experience both portion of Ida.
In support of the survivability of impact-generated rocks excavation and burial to a depth of ȁ100 m over time intervals of similar duration, of order 10 8 years. Blocks on asteroids, we add that meteorite regolithic breccias typically preserve ancient asteroidal regoliths 10 9 to ȁ4.3 ϫ ȁ10 2 m in size near the surface of Ida could thus be shielded from external hazards for about half their existence, for 10 9 years old (e.g., McKay et al. 1989 ). Rather than requiring that these breccias derived from large, long-surviving ȁ10 8 years at a time. This effectively doubles their life breccia meteoroids, the preservation of ancient asteroidal on the NEAR spacecraft will achieve spatial resolutions of 9.5 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 ϫ 1.6 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 rad/pixel (rectangular pixels) regoliths more likely indicates that the shielding of brecciated ejecta components on asteroids can be effective over (Cheng et al. 1994) , i.e., 4 m/pixel during the final 2D orbit phase (R being Eros's mean radius). This will allow shape several eons.
modeling and composition mapping of individual blocks. Geissler et al. (1995) have already modeled ejecta reaccre-tively crisp-looking blocks with ancient, degraded impact BINZEL, R. P., AND S. XU 1993. 
